7/23/2012 LTAG Meeting Notes

Library Technology Advisory Group (LTAG)
Monday, July 23, 2012
Conference Call – 1:00-2:30 PM

Present: Lynne Grigsby (UCB), Lynne Cameron (CDL), John Ajao (UCSB), Adrian Petrisor (UCI), Gary Thompson (UCLA), Terry Toy (UCR), Tom Bustos (UCM), Rich Trott (UCSF)
Absent: Dale Snapp (UCD), Emily Lin (SOPAG), Declan Fleming (UCSD)
Note taker: Gary Thompson

1. Action items from June
   - No notes yet from last June meeting.

2. Sub-Groups
   - John Ajao will coordinate a call for the Private Cloud Exploration subgroup

3. Campus Updates
   - CDL has problems with VDX, but Lynne coordinated through LTAG.
   - UCLA
     - The Library's deployed Drupal to production on July 20.
     - Head of Library IT Operations; Lisa Kemp Jones started June 25.
   - Berkeley deployed Google Calendar campus wide. GMail coming in next 6 months.
   - Merced
     - Considering Google Calendar, or Office 365.
     - Implementing Webscale Management Services.
   - Riverside - staffing changes – IT staff now only 4.
   - Irvine
     - Law School pressed to implement III Encore, but it doubled the size of the Millennium database and triggered some record corruption. System was down for 4 days.
     - Campus decided to implement Office 365, over Google Calendar.

ACTION: Anyone that migrated from Oracle Calendar to Office 365: please let others know of problems in the migration/implementation.

4. Discussion of LTAG’s Role
   - Discuss catalog systems. NGTS task force recommendation to converge all Libraries to one ILS, but decision was put on hold as POTs do their work.

5. Announcements

ACTION: For all: please update IT infrastructure spreadsheet.